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'(1ÿ;0ÿ)002ÿ%,ÿ&0/014ÿ+%F.)+(7ÿ*,()./0&D8+('(*+'6D3&,1.*%)ÿ')ÿ
'(ÿ0<'/360=ÿ
E@+)ÿ ?&%+*60ÿ 8,*.)0)ÿ ,(ÿ %@0ÿ 1'(70&)ÿ ,8ÿ
*,()./0&D8+('(*+'6D3&,1.*%)ÿ'(1ÿ*&+%+H.0)ÿ%@0ÿ.(H.0)%+,(01ÿ
'))./3%+,(ÿ%@'%ÿ6+'5+6+%4ÿ8,&ÿ1080*%)ÿ+(ÿ%'(7+560ÿ*,()./0&ÿ7,,1)ÿ+)ÿ
*,(*03%.'664ÿ1+)%+(*%ÿ8&,/ÿ%@0ÿ&.60)ÿ%@'%ÿ7,90&(ÿ6+'5+6+%4ÿ8,&ÿ1080*%)ÿ
ÿ

ÿ KLÿ MNOPQPNRNSPÿUVÿWUSOXRNYÿWUSPOLÿZÿ[ÿ\]RLÿ^Lÿ_SOPL̀ÿabcdedfgbÿhiejdÿklLÿ[ÿ̀
mn[opÿ\qfrstrrfcuÿrslvbÿecqÿqbjfcfcuÿwslcrtxbiỳÿwztrfcbrrỳÿwslcdiesdỳÿecqÿwslcrtxbiÿ
slcdiesdypLÿ
ÿ oLÿ {bÿeibÿjeiÿjilxÿd|bÿjfirdÿdlÿeiutbÿd|edÿslcrtxbiÿslcdiesdrÿ̀brvbsfe}}~ÿ
rdecqeiqfbqÿ̀debfdli}begbfdÿslcdiesdrÿljÿeq|brflcÿ̀r|lt}qÿzbÿslxveibqÿdlÿ
xerrvilqtsbqÿslcrtxbiÿullqrÿecqÿdibedbqÿerÿwvilqtsdrLyÿgbiÿjfjd~ÿ~beirÿeulÿ̀]id|tiÿ^bjjÿ
eiutbqÿd|edÿrdecqeiqfbqÿslcdiesdrÿljÿeq|brflcÿbibÿd|bxrb}gbrÿwd|fcurỳÿfcqbvbcqbcdÿljÿ
d|bÿvilvbid~ÿd|b~ÿdiecrjbiibqÿ̀ecqÿd|edÿd|brbÿwd|fcuryÿslxv}fsedbqÿecqÿvldbcdfe}}~ÿ
tcqbixfcbqÿd|bÿvifcsfv}brÿljÿslcdiesdÿ}eÿulgbicfcuÿd|brbÿwvilqtsdrLyÿ ÿ]id|tiÿ]}}bcÿ
^bjjÿ̀ÿÿÿ̀[oÿ]RLÿLÿ^LÿMNLÿ[[ÿ̀[mÿ̀[ÿ\[onpLÿ^bjjÿerÿcbfd|biÿd|bÿ
jfirdÿcliÿd|bÿ}erdÿrs|l}eiÿdlÿtbrdflcÿd|bÿclixedfgbÿfxv}fsedflcrÿljÿrdecqeiqfbqÿslcdiesdfcuÿ
fcÿxlqbicÿslcrtxbiÿxeibdrLÿliÿqfrstrrflcÿljÿbei}~ÿrdecqeiqfbqÿslcdiesdfcuÿ̀rbbÿqfcÿ
{Lÿeddbirlcÿ̀ ÿ ÿ¡ÿÿ¢¡£¤¥ÿ¦ ÿ̀ÿ§QYLÿ^LÿMNLÿ[oKÿ̀mmmÿ\[o[opLÿ ÿ
ÿ¨QY©QYNPÿªQSNÿMQ«¬S ÿ̀U¬®NY¯®QPN°ÿa±Nÿ¬SNÿY¬SPÿ̀²QS¬O±¬S©ÿM¬©±POÿ̀QS«ÿP±Nÿ
MX®NÿUVÿ^Q³ÿ[omÿ\mn[pÿ\qfrstrrfcuÿslcrtxbiÿslcrbcdÿ̀ecqÿd|bÿqbuieqedflcÿljÿslcrtxbiÿ
}bue}ÿifu|drÿecqÿr~rdbxÿljÿslcdiesdÿ}eÿtcqbiÿzlf}biv}edbpÿ́hltu}erÿµLÿefiqÿ̀ ÿ¶·ÿ
¦¥¸¸ ÿ̀[nÿ̈ ¬¹±Lÿ^LÿMNLÿoÿ̀oº»ÿ\mnn»pÿ́ibcÿeiµf}}ÿ¼ÿ}fezbd|ÿ{eiibcÿ̀½¾ÿ
¿ÿ¡ÿ̀[ºÿLÿQLÿ^LÿMNLÿ[ÿ̀Kÿ\mnnKpÿ́ifbqifs|ÿÀbrr}biÿ̀ÿ¡ÿÁ¿ ÂÃ ÿ
¥ÿÁÄ¥ÿÅ ¿Ãÿ¡ÿÿ̀ÿWU®XRLÿ^LÿMNLÿ»moÿ̀»nÿ\[opÿ\wibbqlxÿljÿ
slcdiesdÿbcez}brÿbcdbivifrbirÿdlÿ}bufr}edbÿz~ÿslcdiesdÿecqÿ̀|edÿfrÿbgbcÿxlibÿfxvlidecdÿ̀dlÿ
}bufr}edbÿfcÿeÿrtzrdecdfe}}~ÿetd|lifdeifecÿxeccbiÿfd|ltdÿtrfcuÿd|bÿevvbeiecsbÿljÿ
etd|lifdeifecÿjlixrLypLÿ
ÿ [nLÿ  ÿ¡ÿeidÿ__Lÿ
ÿ [[Lÿ  ÿ¡ÿeidÿ_²ÿ\bÆexfcfcuÿd|bÿbgl}tdflcei~ÿjef}tibÿljÿslcdiesdÿ}eÿdlÿvildbsdÿ
slcrtxbirÿjl}}lfcuÿd|bÿrdecqeiqfedflcÿljÿslcrtxbiÿslcdiesdrpLÿ
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ÿ WXYÿ Z[\]^_`]ÿ\]abÿcd`_efg\ÿea`]\ÿ̀f\ÿchh[afiÿ\^ÿc[[ÿb^d\bÿ^jÿk^gb_efdÿk^g\dck\bÿcgiÿ
]lmdaiÿk^gb_efdÿnhd^i_k\bopÿqfÿk^gkfg\dc\fÿ^gÿk^gb_efdÿrstutvwÿk^g\dck\bÿmfkc_bfÿ\]fÿ
nhd^i_k\bpÿcdfÿq]^[[lÿk^g\dck\_c[ÿcgiÿkc_bfiÿfg^de^_bÿicec`fÿagÿ\]fÿdfkfg\ÿjagcgkac[ÿ
kdababoÿhd^eh\ag`ÿcÿqaifÿdcg`fÿ^jÿ[cqÿdfj^deÿcgiÿ[f`c[ÿck\a^gYÿxwwÿycdz{a[[ÿ|ÿ}cddfgoÿ~uÿ
g^\fÿoÿc\ÿoÿ oÿYÿ
ÿ WYÿ giffioÿ\]fÿba\_c\a^gÿ^jÿb\dak\ÿ[acma[a\lÿj^dÿhd^i_k\bÿagÿ\^d\ÿabÿa\bf[jÿcÿ]ab\^dakc[ÿ
ckkaifg\YÿxwwÿiqcdiÿYÿcg`fdÿ|ÿZcd^gÿYÿqfdbaoÿuutÿvÿsussÿutÿ
ut~uvstÿxvwÿwÿwÿrÿutoÿWÿy ¡YÿYÿ£ ¤Yÿ¥¦§Yÿ|ÿ£ ¨Yÿ©Yÿoÿÿ
ªX«X«¬Yÿ
ÿ WYÿ xwwÿstruÿcd\ÿYÿ
ÿ WYÿ xwwÿ^iiÿYÿ®c^jjoÿ̄tuv~ÿrÿw~stÿtÿ°~~uÿstÿ±wvt~vstoÿ²ÿ³´µYÿ
©Yÿ®¶µYÿWWoÿWXX·XÿªW ¬ÿªiabk_bbag`ÿ\cfza\z^dz[fc¸fza\ÿchhd^ck]ÿ_bfiÿmlÿjadebÿagÿ\]fÿ
e^ifdgÿecdf\¬Yÿ
ÿ W²Yÿ xwwÿ®ak]cdiÿ£dcbqf[[oÿwÿ±w~ÿutÿsussÿ±w~ÿstÿ¹tvt~vstussÿ
utÿ±wuwÿºvstw~oÿ²«ÿ»Yÿ£¼¦Yÿ©Yÿ®¶µYÿWoÿoÿ«ÿªW¬Yÿ
ÿ WYÿ xwwÿ½cd[ÿ¾Yÿ©[fqf[[lgoÿuÿsvwÿ¯tuv¿Àtÿ°~~uÿstÿw~wvsÁwoÿ«ÿÂ´Ã¶ÿ
©YYÿ«oÿW·XÿªWW¬Äÿ®c^jjoÿ~uÿg^\fÿWoÿc\ÿWWÿªifjagag`ÿnk^g\dck\ÅbÆÿ^jÿci]fba^gpÿ
qa\]ÿcÿbf¸fgzjck\^dÿ\fb\¬Yÿ
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ÿ PQRÿ STTÿVWXYZÿ[\]^_`aÿbcRdRPRÿ
ÿ PeRÿ f\]`ga_^_`aÿ̀hÿijkl\^ÿm`n\kÿjaoÿjpq\a]\ÿ̀hÿqrpq^_^r^\qÿ]jaÿp\ÿ^kj]\oÿj^ÿs\jq^ÿjqÿ
hjkÿpj]lÿjqÿ^t\ÿuTWWVWvwTWÿ]jq\xÿq\\ÿVWXYZÿ^\y^ÿj]]`imjaz_agÿa`^\qÿ{Q|}QRÿ~\ÿo_q]rqqÿ
]`ga_^_\ÿs_i_^j^_`aqÿjaoÿt\rk_q^_]ÿp_jqÿ_aÿ]`aqri\kÿs\ao_agÿ]`a^kj]^ÿ_aÿo\m^tÿ_aÿ[rqjaÿ
s`]l_\pÿÿonjkoÿ Rÿ jag\kxÿTÿÿXÿTÿZVWZÿYYTYÿZVWZVÿ
TZVYZVwÿZWÿTÿVwvVTÿTXYÿXÿZWYÿZxÿQÿRÿRÿf¡RÿPQPxÿ
P{{}|{¢ÿ£¤¥¥}¦RÿSTTÿvTWTYZÿ§¨©ÿª¨«¬xÿ[®¯°±¬²©ÿ³´ÿµ²©±¨ª°±¶ÿª·xÿ°²©²¸¬°¹xÿ
ª©®ÿº¹´°»²²¼´ÿ¬©ÿµ²©¹¯¸¨ÿ½ª¨¾±¹ÿ¢|¤¿ÿ£¤¥P¤¦Rÿ
ÿ ¤¥Rÿ STTÿTÀvÀxÿª¨«¬xÿwYZÿa`^\ÿPexÿj^ÿ¤¿|¤}Rÿ
ÿ ¤PRÿ STTÿVWXYZÿºjk^ÿbbRÿ
ÿ ¤¤Rÿ STTÿVWXYZÿºjk^ÿbbRÿ
ÿ ¤¿Rÿ STTÿVWXYZÿºjk^ÿbbRÿ
ÿ ¤Rÿ STTÿVWXYZÿºjk^ÿbbRÿ
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tlik}ucÿtj~nivlsÿv|lÿZZÿvixluÿÿ]jZÿnirÿt]juvt|ÿnulskvixÿntyvilÿ]jZÿ
rllj~lrÿnu|lkÿsynulÿ~ultvslÿwltn}slÿkylÿlulÿvvixÿkjÿslÿxjjrsÿjiÿtulrvkZÿÿnkÿ
oYmmZÿjuÿrvst}ssvjiÿjzÿjkyluÿsvvnuÿnu|lkÿskunklxvlscÿsllÿÿnkÿommcÿyvtyÿ
rvst}sslscÿnjixÿjkyluÿkyvixscÿkylÿs}ttlssÿjzÿnvjurluÿyj}slÿZÿ~vlxlÿÿ]jZcÿyjslÿ
sjxniÿwltnlÿlÿu}skÿkylÿ¡lj~l¢£luylul¤ÿwÿkylÿk}uiÿjzÿkylÿklikvlkyÿtlik}uZÿ
ÿ pZÿ  ^cÿdefghÿijklÿYmcÿnkÿpYZÿ
ÿ oZÿ ÿnkÿZÿ
ÿ Zÿ ÿnkÿZÿ
ÿ Zÿ ÿnkÿZÿ
ÿ ¥Zÿ [\\ÿÿ
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(2,9ÿ(24ÿ.4(,564./ÿ12)/4ÿ/,64/ÿ595(5,(48ÿ(24ÿ-)9/<?4.ÿ3,34.CD0ÿEBÿ
(24ÿ4,.6Bÿ(149(54(2ÿ-49(<.B@ÿ+59,9-4ÿ-)?3,954/ÿ4?4.:48ÿ()ÿ3.)F584ÿ
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-)9/<?4.ÿ84=(@ÿ(24.4ÿ:.41ÿ,ÿ85/(,9-4ÿ=4(1449ÿ(24
ÿ-)9/<?4.ÿ
=)..)14.ÿ,98ÿ(24ÿ49(5(Bÿ()ÿ125-2ÿ(24ÿ84=(ÿ1,/ÿ)148CDKÿ
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3.)(4-(48ÿ(245.ÿ59(4.4/(/ÿ=Bÿ3.4/4.F59:ÿ(24ÿ85/(59-(5)9ÿ=4(1449ÿ(24ÿ
-)9/<?4.ÿ.46,(5)9/253ÿN=4(1449ÿ(24ÿ=<B4.ÿ,98ÿ(24ÿ/4664.Oÿ,98ÿ(24ÿ
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(245.ÿ.)64ÿ59ÿ-.485(ÿ.46,(5)9/253/C0 ÿQ98448@ÿ4,.6BG(149(54(2G-49(<.Bÿ
+59,9-4ÿ-)?3,954/ÿ/)68ÿ(25/ÿ)=+</-,(5)9ÿ()ÿ(245.ÿ.4(,564.ÿ
-</()?4./Rÿ,/ÿ,ÿ3,.(ÿ)+ÿ(24ÿ=494+5(ÿ)+ÿ(24ÿ/4.F5-4ÿ(24Bÿ3.)F5848@ÿ
(24/4ÿ-)?3,954/ÿ4>36,5948ÿ(
2,(ÿ.4(,564./ÿ9448ÿ9)(ÿ6)/4ÿ(245.ÿ
*5849(5(Bÿ15(2ÿ(24ÿ-</()?4.C0D1ÿL</()?4./ÿ-)9(59<48ÿ()ÿ3,Bÿ=566/ÿ,(ÿ
(24ÿ.4(,56ÿ)<(64(ÿ,98@ÿ)9ÿ(24/4ÿ)--,/5)9/@ÿ?5:2(ÿ=<Bÿ,885(5)9,6ÿ
?4.-2,985/4Rÿ.4(,564./ÿ,-(48ÿ,/ÿ*(24ÿ-)664-(5)9ÿ,:49(ÿ+).ÿ(24ÿ
ÿ.4(,564.ÿ9)(ÿ()ÿ6498ÿ
,--)<9(@0ÿ(2</ÿ3.)F5859:ÿ*59-49(5F4/ÿ+).ÿ(24
?)94Bÿ)9ÿ,--)<9(/ÿ(2,(ÿ14.4ÿ<9-)664-(5=64C01ÿ
ÿ

ÿ UVWÿ XYZ[ÿ\Z]^_`aÿbcdefgaÿhijklmnokpqraÿsttuvwxxyyyWz_{`vt^u`YzZW|^[xt`][vx}x}Z|t^ÿ
]WZvuÿ~sttuvwxxu`][ZW||x ÿ^{Wÿaÿÿÿriaÿgcÿ_^t`ÿaÿZtÿÿ
_^tz_ÿtsZtÿz_Y`u`_Y`_tÿ}z_Z_|`ÿ|^[uZ_z`vÿtsZtÿ^]zz_Zt`Yÿz_ÿts`ÿZt^[^tz{`ÿz_Yvt]ÿ
Zt`]ÿu]^{zY`Yÿ]`tZzÿZ_Yÿys^`vZ`ÿ}z_Z_|z_ÿt^ÿv[Zÿ[Z_}Z|t]`]vÿZ_YÿYzvt]zt^]vÿZvÿ
_z|s`ÿ[Z]`tÿ¡r¢pk£aÿgcÿ_^t`ÿaÿZtÿÿY`v|]zz_ÿ|^[u`tztz^_ÿ`ty``_ÿ¤^]Yÿ
¥^t^]ÿ¡^WÿZ_Yÿ`_`]Zÿ¥^t^]vÿ^_ÿ]^_Yvÿ^}ÿts`z]ÿ_yzz__`vvÿt^ÿv`ÿ^_ÿ|]`YztWÿ
ÿ UWÿ ¦^zvÿ[Z_ÿ[Z `vÿ[|sÿ^}ÿtszvÿY`{`^u[`_tWÿ
h_ÿts`ÿvaÿ}^]ÿts`ÿ}z]vtÿtz[`aÿ]`tZz`]vÿ|^Yÿv`ÿts`z]ÿY`tvÿt^ÿZ_^ts`]ÿ
z_vtzttz^_§ts`ÿ}z_Z_|`ÿ|^[uZ_§Z_Yÿtszvÿvz[u`ÿu^vvzzztÿz_Z]Zt`Yÿts`ÿ
]zv`ÿ^}ÿts`ÿ}z_Z_|zZÿz_}]Zvt]|t]`ÿtsZtÿZ|`Yÿts`ÿu]^z}`]Ztz^_ÿ^}ÿu`]v^_ZÿY`tÿ
z_ÿts`ÿty`_tz`tsÿ|`_t]aÿ`z__z_ÿts`ÿ^_ÿu]^|`vvÿ^}ÿ]`Zz_z_ÿ^]ÿ}z_Z_|zZÿ
|^[[^_ÿv`_v`Wÿ
riaÿgcÿ_^t`ÿaÿZtÿWÿ
ÿ UWÿ ¨©ªÿZtÿWÿ
ÿ UUWÿ ¨©ªÿ
ÿ UWÿ ¨©ªÿ
ÿ Wÿ ¨©ªÿ
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?)2,2323ÿ5<21=ÿ32?()512.5ÿ/5-)2/ÿ(.3ÿ-5<2)ÿ/2**2)/ÿ-8ÿ,-./012)ÿ
9--3/ÿ4.454(**+ÿ@42623ÿ)2@-*@4.9ÿ,)2345ÿ(/ÿ?)-845(7*2ÿ72,(0/2ÿ,)2345ÿ
,0/5-12)/ÿ7-09<5ÿ1-)2ÿ5<(.ÿ,(/<ÿ,0/5-12)/:ÿM-12ÿ)25(4*2)/ÿ729(.ÿ
5-ÿ@426ÿ)2@-*@4.9ÿ,)2345ÿ(/ÿ(.ÿ4.32?2.32.5ÿ?)-845ÿ,2.52):1SÿT-)ÿ
2>(1?*2=ÿ7+ÿ5<2ÿ143JK&%/=ÿU2.2)(*ÿ'*2,5)4,ÿV)2345ÿV-1?(.+ÿ
WU'VVXÿ5)(./8-)123ÿ8)-1ÿ(ÿ,(?50)23ÿ4./5(**12.5ÿ,-.5)(,5ÿ84.(.,2ÿ
/07/434()+ÿ4.5-ÿ(.ÿ4.32?2.32.5=ÿ)2@-*@4.9ÿ,)2345ÿ84.(.,21ÿY,-1?(.+=ÿ
5<-09<ÿ/54**ÿ6<-**+ÿ-6.23ÿ645<4.ÿ5<2ÿU'ÿ,-.9*-12)(52:ÿ
U'VVÿ*2().23ÿ5<(5ÿ(ÿ/<485ÿ8)-1ÿ4./5(**12.5ÿ5-ÿ)2@-*@4.9ÿ
,)2345ÿ52)1/ÿ343ÿ.-5ÿ32,)2(/2ÿ?)-845(74*45+ÿ-.ÿ5<2ÿ/(*2ÿ-8ÿ45/ÿ
,-./012)ÿ30)(7*2/=ÿ2@2.ÿ5<-09<ÿ)2@-*@4.9ÿ,)2345ÿ6(/ÿ8()ÿ1-)2ÿ
,-1?*4,(523ÿ(.3ÿ2>?2./4@2ÿ5-ÿH22?ÿ5)(,Hÿ-8ÿ72,(0/2ÿ45ÿ)2B04)23ÿ
4.@2/512.5ÿ4.ÿ1-32).ÿ
,-1?052)4Z23ÿ,)2345ÿ)2?-)54.9=ÿ74**4.9=ÿ(.3ÿ
1
1
,-**2,54-.ÿ52,<.4B02/:ÿU4@2.ÿ2>,2//ÿ,(?(,45+ÿ4.ÿ5<4/ÿ1-32).ÿ
2B04?12.5=ÿU'VVÿ2>52.323ÿ45/ÿ84.(.,4.9ÿ/2)@4,2/ÿ5-ÿ)25(4*2)/ÿ6<-ÿ
ÿ

ÿ ]^_ÿ `abÿdeÿfg_ÿ
ÿ ]h_ÿ `abÿdeÿh]iff_ÿ
ÿ ]f_ÿ jkkÿlabÿdeÿ^mn_ÿ
ÿ ]m_ÿ `abÿdeÿ]]oÿpkkÿqrpsÿtuuvÿxyvz{u|}ÿ~{ÿÿv ÿtÿ~vu ÿÿx {u|vÿ
x{uuvÿ^m^imhÿhg^ÿÿeÿeÿÿeÿÿÿÿÿededÿ
ÿeÿeÿeeeÿe_ÿ
ÿ ]¡_ÿ ¢zu}ÿp£¤¥qÿeÿ¦n}ÿdeÿ]i]]}ÿ^fg_ÿ
ÿ ]n_ÿ `abÿdeÿ^m]i¡g_ÿ
ÿ ]¦_ÿ `abÿdeÿ^ng_ÿ
ÿ ]_ÿ `abÿdeÿ^n¦in_ÿ
ÿ ]]_ÿ `abÿ
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Y9412(/-ÿ>781455ÿ255*4,ÿ(6/1Z;4ÿ(/1,5ÿ0)1ÿ.64ÿ()-34-24-(4ÿ)0ÿ54+4(.ÿ
.1/34+415ÿ2-ÿ.64ÿ+/.4ÿE%5A ÿD/-Nÿ)0ÿY9412(/ÿ[D)Y\ÿ0)++)<4,ÿ2-ÿ
?/+20)1-2/ÿ<2.6ÿ2.5ÿD/-NY9412(/1,ÿ2-ÿE%%A]ÿD)Yÿ2-0/9)*5+Cÿ
)3415)+2(2.4,ÿ.6454ÿ2-2.2/+ÿB/-Nÿ(/1,ÿ6)+,415ÿ/-,Hÿ/5ÿ/ÿ145*+.Hÿ
5*00414,ÿ47._4-5234ÿ+)5545^B*.ÿ2.ÿ5/<ÿ.64ÿ8)552B2+2.245ÿ)0ÿ.625ÿ5)*1(4ÿ
)0ÿ(14,2.A ÿDCÿ.64ÿ+/.14ÿE%5Hÿ.64ÿD/-NY9412(/1,ÿ6/,ÿB44-ÿ
142-34-.4,ÿ/5ÿ`25/A ÿ`25/ÿ/-,ÿ2.5ÿ8129/1Cÿ()984.2.)1Hÿ
a/5.41?/1,Hÿ<414ÿ<4++ÿ)-ÿ.64ÿ</
Cÿ.)ÿ(14/.2-;ÿ/-ÿ2-.41-/.2)-/+ÿ

-4.<)1Nÿ)0ÿ(14,2.ÿ(/1,ÿ(14,2.A ÿb6454ÿ(/1,5ÿ<414ÿ255*4,ÿ.)ÿ
92++2)-5ÿ)0ÿ6)*546)+,5ÿ.61)*;6)*.ÿ.64ÿL-2.4,ÿM./.45ÿ/-,ÿ/(1)55ÿ/++ÿ
ÿ

ÿeffgÿ hijÿlmÿenogÿ
ÿefegÿ hijÿ
ÿefpgÿ qrrÿsijÿ
ÿeftgÿ qrruÿrjvjwÿxylzÿ{gÿ|lzlmmlwÿ}~vrÿ ÿ svÿÿqiÿÿs sÿ
h s ÿsÿ~rÿwÿeÿgÿÿxÿt pwÿtnf¡neÿ¢pfeo£gÿ
ÿef¤gÿ qrrÿsijÿlmÿtne¡npwÿn ÿ¢¥yl¦§z¨z©ÿmªlmÿlÿzyl¥«¬ÿpfÿ®y¯l°«mÿ¥lmyÿ§zÿyl¥«¬ÿ±ªl¥©yÿ
²«lz¦ÿl®®¨m¨§zl««¬ÿ±§zm¥¨³°my®ÿm§ÿmªy¨¥ÿ±lz±y««lm¨§z£gÿ
ÿef gÿ hijÿlmÿtnp¡ntgÿ
ÿefngÿ qrruÿrjvjwÿ´µÿx¶··¸wÿ¹ºÿ»¼¶ÿ»µ¼ÿ»µµ¸½ºÿ ¡nnÿ¢e £ÿ
¢®yml¨«¨z©ÿmªyÿ¦§±¨l«ÿª¨¦m§¥¬ÿ§¯ÿmªyÿ¾l¥¿ymÿ¯§¥ÿ±¥y®¨mÿ±l¥®ÿ±¥y®¨mÿ¯¥§¾ÿlzÿ¨z¦¨®y¥¦ÿ
²y¥¦²y±m¨Àywÿ̈z±«°®¨z©ÿmªyÿyl¥«¬ÿª¨¦m§¥¬ÿ§¯ÿÁ¨zy¥¦ÿ»«°³ÿlz®ÿÂ¾y¥¨±lzÿÃ²¥y¦¦£gÿ
ÿefÄgÿ hijÿlmÿeengÿ
ÿefogÿ hijÿ
ÿefgÿ hijÿlmÿeptgÿ
ÿeefgÿ hijÿlmÿep¤gÿ
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ÿUUUVÿ WXYÿ[\ÿU]U^]_ÿ̀abbÿcdaeÿfghijkÿalmncÿop\qÿrskÿ[\ÿ]_t^_UVÿuqv[wxqÿv[yzxÿ{pyqÿ\|qÿ
}~x[ÿpyÿ[x\qy[yzÿppkÿqyv|[o\xÿvpwzÿqqÿxqvwyqÿ~oÿyqvpo~~oÿ[ozÿ[vvq\~oÿ\|qÿv[yzÿ
~\|pw\ÿ[ÿoqqzÿpyÿv|qv~oÿ~o\pÿ\|qÿ~o[ovqxÿpÿq~\|qyÿ\|qÿv[yz|pzqyÿpyÿv[yzÿ~xxwqyVÿ[~yqÿ
xpx~qkÿbÿaenÿeÿbÿnbXÿcnXkÿiÿ[yVÿUkÿ]t]Ukÿ|\\xVoqyz[ÿ
q\Vvp[y\~vqvyqz~\v[yzx|~x\pyvyqz~\v[yzÿ|\\xqy[Vvv_¡}¢£_¤Vÿ
ÿUU]Vÿ ¥oÿ\|qÿ[\qÿU¦rtxkÿ\|qÿ§wyqqÿpwy\ÿ|qzÿ\|[\ÿ\|qÿ[ÿpÿ\|qÿyqx~zqovqÿpÿ[ÿvyqz~\ÿ
v[yzÿ~xxwqyÿp¨qyoqzÿ\|qÿ\qyxÿpÿ\|qÿvyqz~\ÿv[yzÿ[yqqqo\kÿopÿ[\\qyÿ\|qÿv[yz|pzqy©xÿ
yqx~zqovqVÿªbbÿ[y«wq\\qÿ[\©ÿu[oÿpÿ~ooq[p~xÿ̈Vÿ¬~yx\ÿpÿ[|[ÿ§qy¨VÿpyVkÿ_®¦ÿ̄V§Vÿ
]¦¦kÿ®U]^U®ÿU¦r°Vÿ|~xÿv[xqkÿ[ozÿyq[\qzÿv[xqxÿq±[oz~oÿ²cn³lbbÿ\pÿp\|qyÿvpoxwqyÿ
vyqz~\ÿ[yq\xkÿqo[{qzÿo[\~po[ÿ[yq\xÿpyÿvpoxwqyÿvyqz~\ÿ[ozkÿ\|ypw|ÿ[qozqo\xÿ\pÿ
x\[\qÿwxwyÿ[xkÿ~o~\~[\qzÿ[ÿ´y[vqÿ\pÿ\|qÿ{p\\pµÿpyÿ{[oxÿ[ozÿp\|qyÿvpoxwqyÿqozqyxÿ\pÿ
pv[\qÿ~oÿ¶wy~xz~v\~poxÿ~qÿ§pw\|ÿ·[p\[ÿ[ozÿ·q[[yqVÿªbbÿupv¸~q{ÿ¹ÿº[oqykÿalmncÿ
op\qÿU¦kÿ[\ÿUUt^UUkÿUUtÿoVUUtVÿ
ÿUU®Vÿ fghijkÿalmncÿop\qÿrskÿ[\ÿUrU^r]Vÿ
ÿUU_Vÿ WXYÿ[\ÿUsrVÿ
ÿUUVÿ ªbbÿ»b¼bncddÿXYÿ
ÿUUsVÿ |qxqÿyp\qv\~poxkÿopoÿ[xÿ\|qÿ´|pzqyÿ~oÿzwqÿvpwyxqµÿzpv\y~oqkÿyp\qv\ÿ[ÿppzÿ
[~\|ÿwyv|[xqyÿpyÿ¨[wqÿpÿ[ÿoqp\~[{qÿ~ox\ywqo\ÿypÿv[~xÿ[[~ox\ÿ\|qÿ~ox\ywqo\ÿ
[ozÿpx\ÿzqqoxqxÿpoÿ\|qÿwozqy~oÿp{~[\~poVÿ¯VVVÿ½½ÿ®®tU^®t®kÿ®®tÿ¾hVÿ¸Vÿ¥jÀVÿ
¹ÿÁhh©ÀÿÁjÿ¯jÂÃVÿ§iÿ¸Vÿ]t]tVÿ¨qyÿ\~qkÿ\|qyqÿqqyqzÿx\[\qÿx\[\w\pyÿyp\qv\~poxÿ
[ozÿv[xq[ÿyqx\y~v\~oÿ\|qÿwxqÿpÿ\|qÿ|pzqy~ozwqÿvpwyxqÿzpv\y~oqÿ~oÿvpoxwqyÿ
\y[ox[v\~poxVÿWXYÿ½ÿ®®t]ÿv\VÿrVÿ|qÿ¬qzqy[ÿy[zqÿp~xx~poÿ¬ÿq¨qo\w[ÿ~~\qzÿ
\|qÿ[~v[\~poÿpÿ\|qÿywqÿ~oÿ[oÿvpoxwqyÿvyqz~\ÿ\y[ox[v\~poxVÿUsÿV¬V¢Vÿ½ÿ_®®V]Vÿ
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ÿTUVWÿ XYZÿ[ÿ\YZ]ÿ^]_[`a]^ÿ_]aa`bcÿYdÿ_e`fÿf_YZghÿf]]ÿi[bjgÿkWÿl]afeÿmÿn_]oe]bÿpWÿl[Z]hÿ
qYffÿ]_ÿ[aWÿrWÿk\]Z`j[bÿstoZ]ffÿ]_ÿ[aWuÿvwxÿz{|}~ÿxwÿ{wxÿz}xÿ|ÿÿ{|}}ÿ
}{}{|ÿxÿÿ}x{ÿ}ÿ}xxx{hÿWÿqWÿWhÿX[aaÿThÿ[_ÿThÿT
TVWÿbÿ¡|hÿ_e]ÿn]jYb^ÿ¢`Zj£`_ÿ[dd`Z\]^ÿ^`f\`ff[aÿYdÿ[ÿja[ffÿ[j_`Ybÿ¤ZY£ce_ÿ¤gÿjZ]^`_ÿj[Z^ÿ
eYa^]Zfÿ[aa]c`bcÿ_e[_ÿ_e]ÿb][Zÿ£b`dYZ\ÿoZY\£ac[_`YbÿYdÿ_e]f]ÿja[£f]fÿ[b^ÿ_e]`ZÿoZY\Y_`Ybÿ
¤gÿY£_f`^]ÿjY£bf]aÿr`Ya[_]^ÿ_e]ÿne]Z\[bÿkb_`_Z£f_ÿkj_Wÿ¥e]ÿjY£Z_ÿYdÿ[oo][afÿ[cZ]]^ÿ¦`_eÿ
_e]ÿaY¦]ZÿjY£Z_ÿ_e[_hÿ^]fo`_]ÿ§jYbfj`Y£fÿo[Z[aa]aÿ[j_`Ybḧÿ_e]Z]ÿ¦[fÿ`bf£dd`j`]b_ÿoZYYdÿYdÿ
jYaa£f`YbÿdYZÿ[b_`jY\o]_`_`r]ÿ̀b_]b_ÿ_Yÿ¤]ÿdY£b^WÿzxxÿqYffÿrWÿ¢`_`cZY£ohÿbjWhÿ©UÿXWÿkooªtÿ«Vhÿ
TUÿ¬^ÿ¢`ZWÿT®Wÿ
ÿTWÿ zxxÿl]afeÿmÿl[Z]hÿ}ÿbY_]ÿTUVhÿ[_ÿTVWÿ
ÿTTWÿ zxxÿ¢¯°±²ÿX¯Wÿ³²´Wÿµ°²°hÿk²¶´²´¯ÿn´°·¸¹ÿq²´ÿ´ÿ¢¯²hÿ
³°²°¯´ÿ´ÿ··ºX²¯»ÿlÿn´²´ÿq¼²±ÿ¯·ÿ¢¯°±²ÿ³²´½´¯ÿk½´ÿ
¾ÿT¬®hÿ[_ÿVTÿ¬T®hÿe__of¹¿¿¦¦¦WjYbf£\]Zd`b[bj]WcYr¿^[_[ºZ]f][Zje¿Z]f][ZjeºZ]oYZ_fÿ
¿[Z¤`_Z[_`Ybºf_£^gºZ]oYZ_º_YºjYbcZ]ffºT¿ÿÀe__of¹¿¿o]Z\[Wjj¿VÁÂÁºls«UÃWÿkfÿ[ÿZ]f£a_ÿYdÿ
_e`fÿZ]oYZ_hÿ_e]ÿ¢X³µÿoZY\£ac[_]^ÿ[ÿZ]c£a[_`YbÿYdÿja[ffÿ[j_`Ybÿ¦[`r]ZfWÿzxxÿkZ¤`_Z[_`Ybÿ
kcZ]]\]b_fhÿÿX]^Wÿq]cWÿUUhThÿUUhTÿ¬p£agÿTVhÿT«®ÿ¬_Yÿ¤]ÿjY^`d`]^ÿ[_ÿTÿ¢WXWqWÿo_Wÿ
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_`_a]ÿhÿÅb`_]^ÿn_[_]fÿ¢Y^]hÿYdÿ_e]ÿZ£a]ÿf£¤\`__]^ÿ¤gÿµ£Z][£ÿYdÿ¢Ybf£\]ZÿX`b[bj`[aÿ
³ZY_]j_`YbÿZ]a[_`bcÿ_YÿÆkZ¤`_Z[_`YbÿkcZ]]\]b_fWª̈®Çÿ¢Yb_Z[j_ÿ¦`_eÿk\]Z`j[ÿk^r[bj]\]b_ÿkj_ÿ
YdÿTVV©hÿ³£¤WÿÈWÿiYWÿTºTThÿ¾ÿThÿTTÿn_[_Wÿ«hÿ«TWÿ
ÿTWÿ qYffÿrWÿk\WÿstoZ]ffÿ¢YWhÿUÿXWÿn£ooWÿU^ÿ«hÿTT«hÿTÿbWhÿ©ÿ¬nWWiWÉWÿT®hÿ
 ÊhÿqYffÿrWÿ¢`_`cZY£ohÿbjWhÿ©UÿXWÿkooªtÿ«Vÿ¬^ÿ¢`ZWÿT®Wÿ
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ÿ`abcÿ defÿghÿaijkÿalmcÿ
ÿ`aacÿ nooÿqrstuvwwkÿxyz{|ÿ}~hÿ̀kÿghÿj`kÿmcÿ
ÿ`alcÿ nooÿefÿghÿj`kÿcÿ
ÿ`amcÿ nyeÿ{oeÿ|{eÿ{oooxÿ{o|e|oÿÿxÿo{|xkÿsvrsÿ
hcÿkÿij`mkÿhh c¡¢£¤h¡g¢£c¡~¥¡¢£¤ht¡g¢£t} ¦}¢g£g§¨t¡g¢£tg©¢¥}hÿ
th¦£ªcÿ«hh¢¥gc¡¡¬umt®¯°¬±ÿ²¤}£¤}©ÿhghÿhÿg³¢g©ÿij`mÿ¡¢£¤hÿ¡g¢£ÿ
¡~}h¢g¡hÿ~}ÿ²¤¨ÿ ¤hÿhÿ´µqÿ¡~¥¢¤£ÿakjjÿ ~¢£ÿg}£ÿ¢¶¦¤¢£ÿg}ÿ¨³}ht©¢g£ÿ
¢g£¤}©ÿ̈³¨cÿ
ÿ`acÿ noo·ÿoffkÿ̧¢¦hÿ¤}ÿ¹}£¤}©ÿ̄¡hkÿ̀iÿćc®cÿººÿ̀jimc̀`jimcicÿ
ÿ`acÿ ¹g ¢}¡ÿ»cÿ̄¦¦§¨kÿ¼½oÿ¾|y{oÿ¿ÿzoÿÿ½oÿ{oeÿ|{eÿ|{Àokÿ̄Ácÿ
ÃÄÅÆcÿ®Çckÿ»g¢cÿ̀`kÿghÿljkÿl`kÿacÿ
ÿ`acÿ nooÿ¯£g¥ÿÈcÿ¹³¤h¤}kÿÿ{Éyoÿ¿ÿ½oÿo{|ÿÊ|Ào{xÿxx|Ëxÿnyeÿ¿ÿ
{oeÿ|{eÿÌoy|ÿkÿiji`ÿu~cÿ°}¤³cÿ¹cÿh¢cÿq¦ckÿÃ¡~}cÿÍÿ®©¦¨cÿµ~¨ÎªÿÏ~¢Ð¤}©ÿ
µg¢kÿµg¢ÿ~cÿ̀`jabikÿijjkÿhhg¢c¢}c¡~¥~¨bg¢c¡²¥Ñg§h¢g¡hÒ¤£Ó`jiÿ
``ÿ«hh¢¥gc¡¡ÔÕa´tÕ¸a±cÿ
ÿ`ljcÿ ´~¢ÿ£¤¡¦¤~}ÿ~²ÿ¡¢£¤hÿ¡g¢£ÿ¡¨g¦ÿg¨¨~ ¤}©ÿÖ¥~£¤²¤¡gh¤~}×ÿ~²ÿ¡¢£¤hÿ¡g¢£ÿ
¡~}h¢g¡hÿÖghÿg}ªÿh¤¥k×ÿÿØ¢}ÿqg¢tu¤¨¨ÿÍÿÙ³¤}ÿ¬g³¤kÿÚzÿÛ{xoxkÿaÿcÿrwcÿ¹cÿ
®Çcÿ̀kÿÿij`jcÿ
ÿ`l`cÿ ´~¢ÿ¤£ÿ£¤¡¦¤~}ÿ~²ÿ¡¢£¤hÿ¡g¢£ÿ¡~}h¢g¡hÿ¢~³¤¤~}kÿkÿ²~¢ÿÜg¥¨kÿqrstuvwwkÿ
xyz{|ÿ}~hÿ̀kÿghÿiacÿ
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ÿ`abcÿ deeÿfghijkllmÿnopqrÿstuvÿ`wmÿxuÿawyz{|ÿf}t~ivÿÿxs vmÿnopqrÿstuvÿ`wmÿxuÿ
`a{ay{zcÿ
ÿ`acÿ deeÿfghijkllmÿnopqrÿstuvÿ̀wmÿxuÿwywzcÿ
ÿ`acÿ deeÿÿxuÿzzyzwmÿbycÿ
ÿ`aacÿ deeÿeeqrÿ|ÿvsÿfxij}}mÿeÿerqrÿnÿÿnoeqÿ
qrnmÿwbÿkcÿcÿ¡¢£cÿwÿ¤b{{¥¦ÿ§¨vvsx©uvÿfxij}}mÿeÿerqrÿnÿÿ
noeqÿqrnª|ÿvsÿfxij}}mÿoÿrÿnoeqÿ«npeqepmÿÿ¬cÿ®kcÿcÿ
¡¢£cÿÿ¤b{{z¦ÿ§¨vvsx©uvÿfxij}}mÿoÿrÿnoeqÿ«npeqepª|ÿvsÿ
fxij}}mÿdeoÿ¯ÿ°rnmÿw¥ÿ±²cÿ¬cÿcÿ¡¢£cÿ`ÿ¤b{{¦ÿ§¨vvsx©uvÿfxij}}mÿ
deoÿ̄ÿ°rnªcÿ
ÿ`azcÿ ¡³gl´ÿcÿgmÿ®ghµkµÿ¶®¢g´·ÿ¸®¢ÿjh³²¹®ÿg´ÿ¡¢µºlg¹k³ÿ³»ÿ¼g½¾¢¹ÿ
gh´ÿgh¿¢¹Àÿbyÿ¤b{{z¦|ÿ¶ÁÂÁv}mÿnopqrÿstuvÿ̀¥mÿxuÿz¥yzwmÿ`mÿyacÿ
ÿ`acÿ fxij}}mÿoÿrÿnoeqÿ«npeqepmÿnopqrÿstuvÿ`aamÿxuÿ¥yw|ÿ
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g²ÿ¥zmÿ¥zy¥¥ÿ¤ÌxvsÿÑxÒvxu¨vÿvuÿx}cÿvÃÂcmÿb{`¦cÿ
ÿ`a¥cÿ ¶ÁÂÁv}mÿnopqrÿstuvÿ̀¥mÿxuÿ{yÿ¤ÓtÔÂs ÿxsÿxÃÕvÂvÿÂv}v~utsÿu¨vtÖÿt©ÿ~vÃuÿ
~xÃÿÁÂx vmÿ¶ÁÂÁv}ÿ×ÓtÂu§Âªÿxÿ~}xÂÂÿt©ÿ~tsÂÁÔvÂÿÒ¨tÿÃtÿstuÿsuvsÃÿutÿttÒÿtsÿu¨vÿ
x~~tÁsuÂmÿÁuÿ©sÃÿu¨vÔÂv}ÕvÂÿÃts ÿÂtÿxsÖÒxÖØ¦cÿ
ÿ`awcÿ fghijkllmÿnopqrÿstuvÿ̀wmÿxuÿ¥y¥mÿ¥ywa|ÿf}t~ivÿÿxs vmÿnopqrÿstuvÿ̀wmÿxuÿ
`aazcÿ
ÿ`z{cÿ fghijkllmÿnopqrÿstuvÿ̀wmÿxuÿ¥by¥mÿ¥¥y¥wcÿ
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ÿefegÿ hijÿklÿffmnogÿ
ÿefpgÿ qrsÿkttulurvkwÿtuxyzxxurvÿr{ÿ|ks}~lÿuvy~vlu~xÿlrÿysk{lÿyrvlskylxÿlklÿlk}~ÿ
ktkvlk~ÿr{ÿyrvxz|~sxÿukx~xÿuvÿs~{~s~vy~xÿx~~ÿ{rsÿ~k|w~ÿl~{kvrÿ~wwkÿuvkÿÿ
wsu}~ÿkw|~vtu~sÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ ÿfÿgÿ ¡¢gÿ£¤¥gÿfoÿne¦ÿnefmenÿ
§p¨¨f©ªÿ«rvÿgÿ¬kvxrvÿÿrzwkxÿgÿ®xksÿ̄°ÿ±²³´µÿ¶³·µ´ÿ̧¯ÿ³¹´ÿ
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rzwkxÿgÿ®xksÿ¯°ÿ±²³´µÿ¶³·µ´ÿ̧¶ÿÀ²iÁÿºÿ»³°ÿ
»¼·´ÿeepÿ¬ÂÃ¥gÿ¿gÿ£¤¥gÿeop¨ÿeo¦mÄ¨ÿ§e©gÿqrsÿ~v~skwÿtuxyzxxurvxÿr{ÿ
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Ñt{Ñzvxl~uvÓf¦gt{ÿÔllxÐÑÑ~s|kgyyÑp¾ÆÎÕÖgÿ
ÿef¦gÿ Ìs~vÿÅksÆ×uwwÿÿ£®kvÿÅzÿØ³iÿØ³iÿ³Áÿ̧¯ÿØÙËÉÿÙÁÿiÿ±iÿnÿ
Í¡Ã¢¤ÚÚÿ¿gÿ£¤¥gÿfnÿnoÿe¨¨fÿ§p¨ep©gÿ
ÿefogÿ ¶ÿÅÂÃÆ×ÛÚÚÿµ·¼³ÿvrl~ÿeÿklÿnmÏ¨gÿ
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ÿeffgÿ hijÿklÿÄ¨Ägÿ
ÿefngÿ qrsÿkÿw~vlu~sÿl~wwuvÿr{ÿluxÿxlrs®ÿx~~ÿÅwry}Æ¿u~ÿÿ«kv~sÿµ·¼³ÿvrl~ÿeÿklÿ
eÄ¨meÄgÿ
ÿefÏgÿ hijÿklÿeÄ¨meegÿ
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ÿWXYZÿ [\]ÿ_`ÿWabcdÿWabYeWbZÿ
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ÿabacÿ defÿhiejÿkelminjejopqÿarsÿtcauÿvwÿxxyzx{ÿ|}~uÿw}vwÿ~wvwÿ~ vÿ
vuÿw~ÿ~ ÿ~~ÿ~ÿwwÿvuÿ~w}ÿ}vÿvwuÿw~ÿ}~ ÿ ~ wÿ
~wvwÿvuÿw}vwÿ~wvwÿvÿ~~vÿvuÿ~vwÿ~ÿwvwÿÿvÿ
jipqÿaÿcccauÿvwÿsrqÿsqÿsqÿaszaaÿ|uÿ~~vÿv uwÿ
wv wÿ~wvwÿwuÿuwÿvwÿvwÿwÿw~ÿuw~ÿ~ÿv}ÿvuuw~vÿ
w~ ÿ~}wÿw~ÿuÿÿ~~cÿ
ÿabcÿ f¡fqÿ¢jjm£ioÿ¤mj¥pÿ¤imlfqÿraÿcccauÿvwÿ{acÿ
ÿabbcÿ ¦jjÿ¥fÿvwÿ{z{ÿ§¨¡©jmqÿa{ÿtcauÿvwÿybbqÿybÿjipqÿaÿcccauÿvwÿaÿ
ª~«ÿcÿ¬~uÿ~w~ÿ®uwÿ®~cqÿaxyÿtcauÿaaxqÿasqÿaÿ|¯c®cÿs{acÿ
ÿabcÿ tuÿ~wÿ~ÿv«ÿ~ÿwcÿ¦jj°ÿjf¡fqÿ±ÿcÿ®w²ÿ³ÿcÿªv«ÿ~ÿ®~ÿ®wcqÿ
asÿćcauÿsqÿszxÿ|±vcÿ®wcÿtcÿs{ÿ|~uÿw}vwÿvÿÿv«ÿu~wÿ
v wÿ wwÿv«ÿw~ÿwÿ~ÿvÿ~vÿÿwÿ~ÿuvwÿvÿ~wÿ~~vÿ
µv«ÿcÿ́¶wvÿvcÿ³ÿµ~vÿt·qÿybÿ̧cauÿbs{qÿbarqÿbaazaÿ|¹uv}~ÿs{xÿ|}~uÿw}vwÿ
u~vÿvÿÿ ~wvÿvÿw}ÿ~~vqÿ~vwÿ~ÿÿ~qÿ~ÿ
v~vÿwwÿ~ÿvvw~cÿ
ÿabycÿ tv~tuÿ̧cÿª}qÿº»jÿ¼o½io£½io¾¿©pÀÿÁ¾ejÂÿ¦pm¾pj¡½ÿ¢¨¥¡o¡ÿ¾o¥ÿp»jÿ
ni©¨pioÿiÿÃj¥jm¾©ÿdm¿pm¾pioÿ¾qÿxÿccÄcÿµcÿÆÇÈcÿsbarqÿsbbaÿ|arrxÿ|wÿÿÉÊËÇÿ
cÿ¸ÇÌÍÎÎÊqÿ®ÊÌÏÍÐÿÊÐÿ®ÊÐÑÌÒÓÑËÿÔÿa{cbÿ|cÿucÿarraÿ|Õ~wÿv ÿ~ÿ~~vwÿ
vcÖcÿ×¨pÿ£jjÿÉv~ÿØvÿÆqÿ¼o½io£½io¾¿©pÀÙ£ÿÁmj¾p©ÀÿÚ¾¡¡jm¾pj¥ÿÛj¾p»qÿÿÄc®cÿ
¯ÒÈÍËÿµcÿÆÇÈcÿ{yqÿ{yqÿ{xÿ|ars{ÿ|~wvuwÿ~w~vÿu~ ÿvuÿvÿÕw}ÿ
u~wÿÿ¶wÿ~}qÿvuÿ~wÿvÿÿwÿw~ÿw«ÿu~ÿwvwÿw qÖÿ
uÿwwÿvwqÿÿ~ ÿvÿ~wvwcÿ
ÿabcÿ ¦jj°ÿjf¡fqÿ¸w~ÿcÿ¬wÿªv«ÿ~ÿvwwvqÿbÿćcauÿsasrqÿsasqÿsasyÿ|Ü}~ÿ
®wcÿtcÿs{xcÿ
ÿabxcÿ ¬~ÿv ÿ~ÿ~wqÿÿ¯~ÿªv«ÿcÿÜqÿxaaÿćcÿauÿxy{qÿxszbÿ
|Ü}~ÿcÿ®wcÿarrbqÿ~ÿ~ wÿÿvuÿv vwuÿ ~w}ÿÿ~ÿ~uwÿ
vuÿÕ®uwvÿ¸qÖÿw}ÿ~wÿ~uÿw}ÿ~wvwÿ~~vÿvÿw}ÿvuÿ
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JKLMNOPÿRÿSKTURLÿSNTVOUWXÿYUZR[ULUWXÿONTU\UN]WPÿ^RZÿNLU_U[LNÿWKÿTKLLNTWÿK]ÿTONMUWÿU]ZVOR]TNÿK]LXÿ
U`ÿJKZ\UWRLUaNMbÿR]MÿcdefghiPÿjklÿmnonpMÿRWÿqpqjrqsPÿZWOUtU]_ÿMK^]ÿRZÿV]TK]ZTUK]R[LNÿR]Mÿ
LRTtU]_ÿTK]ZUMNORWUK]ÿNROLXu`KOvÿwROUR[LNÿORWNÿvKOW_R_Nbÿ^JULNÿ]KWÿJKLMU]_ÿWJRWÿwROUR[LNÿ
ORWNÿvKOW_R_NZÿ^NONÿ\NOÿZNÿV]TK]ZTUK]R[LNPÿWJNÿTKVOWÿMUMÿTK]TLVMNÿWJRWÿU]WNONZWÿORWNÿ
TJRO_NZÿvVZWÿ[NÿZV``UTUN]WLXÿMN`U]NMÿZKÿWJRWÿx\ROWUNZÿTR]ÿONRMULXÿRZTNOWRU]ÿWJNÿNyWN]WÿK`ÿWJNUOÿ
K[LU_RWUK]ÿRWÿR]Xÿ_UwN]ÿWUvNnzÿ
ÿpj{nÿ |KOÿWJUZÿ}~~ÿ\ONNv\WUK]ÿON_VLRWUK]PÿZNNÿqpÿ~n|nnÿÿknjRqrlnÿ|KOÿRÿ
MUZTVZZUK]ÿK`ÿWJNÿ}~~ZÿU]UWURLÿ\ONNv\WUK]ÿON_VLRWUK]PÿZNNPÿ`KOÿNyRv\LNPÿ OWJVOÿonÿ
ULvROWJPÿOnPÿeÿfÿcdeeghiÿefÿeeÿgeÿeifÿghdgÿiÿcdefeigÿÿ
edhfÿdegÿghÿgeÿÿiiÿfgeÿiÿhifedÿcdhgeghiPÿplÿ nÿ¢£nÿ
¤¥ ¦§ ¨ÿ©ÿ|§ nÿªnÿppsPÿpkjrksÿpjnÿ
ÿpsnÿ ee«ÿe¬¬PÿK]W_KvNOXÿwnÿ¤R]tÿK`ÿvnÿ~KO\nPÿsqsÿ|nÿSV\\nÿpMÿqq®Pÿqq{rqPÿqqqlr
qjÿ~nYnÿ~RLnÿpkÿR\\LXU]_ÿZWRWNÿLR^nÿo]`KOTNvN]WÿK`ÿWJNÿ\LRU]ÿLR]_VR_NÿK`ÿWJNÿ}~~ÿ
\ONNv\WUK]ÿON_VLRWUK]ÿ^KVLMÿJRwNÿ\ONTLVMNMÿZVTJÿRTWUK]ZPÿMNZ\UWNÿTK]TNO]ZÿWJRWÿWJNÿ}~~ÿ
JRMÿNyTNNMNMÿUWZÿRVWJKOUWXÿWKÿ\OKvVL_RWNÿRZÿ[OKRMÿRÿON_VLRWUK]ÿRZÿUWÿMUMnÿeeÿULvROWJPÿ
fdÿ]KWNÿpj{PÿRWÿplknÿ̄JNÿSV\ONvNÿ~KVOWÿLRWNOÿZWOVTtÿMK^]ÿWJNÿ}~~ÿON_VLRWUK]ÿU]ÿ~VKvKÿ
wnÿ~LNROU]_ÿ°KVZNÿ ZZ]Pÿsskÿ±nSnÿsq{PÿspqPÿsplPÿsp{ÿp{Pÿ[VWÿWJNÿ~KVOWZÿ`UwNu`KVOÿ
MNTUZUK]ÿ^RZÿ]KWÿRÿ`KON_K]NÿTK]TLVZUK]ÿR]MPÿU]ÿR]XÿNwN]WPÿLUWU_RWUK]ÿKwNOÿWJNÿ\K^NOÿK`ÿWJNÿ
}~~ÿWKKtÿXNROZnÿ
ÿpsqnÿ eeÿSRvVNLÿ²ZZRTJROK``ÿ©ÿ|LKON]TURÿROKWWRuVO_LNOPÿeÿ³hh´eÿgÿ
hhiÿµ´Pÿ®kÿ±~ª ÿªnÿ¢£nÿ®Pÿ®kr¶ÿ©ÿ]nppPÿ®qprqkPÿ®q{rpÿ©ÿ]nlsÿppÿ`U]MU]_ÿ
xRÿMNTLU]NÿU]ÿWJNÿ]Vv[NOÿK`ÿTRZNZÿRM·VMUTRWNMÿ[XÿZWRWNÿTKVOWZÿONLRWUwNÿWKÿ̀NMNORLÿTKVOWZPzÿR]Mÿ
Rÿ\RORLLNLÿOUZNÿU]ÿTLRZZÿRTWUK]ZÿvU_ORWU]_ÿWKÿ̀NMNORLÿTKVOWZnÿ
ÿpspnÿ NÿRONÿ]KWÿRLK]NÿU]ÿWJUZÿK[ZNOwRWUK]nÿee«ÿe¬¬Pÿ~JROLNZÿªnÿ¸]R\\Pÿh´iÿgeÿ
¹fgeÿhiÿºighdÿd»gdghi¼ÿ½ihifhi»gÿfÿÿiiÿe¾ePÿj®ÿS¥ ÿY§¢¨¿ÿ
ªnÿ¢£nÿ®{Pÿ®pqrppÿp{ÿÀJNONU]R`WNOÿ¸]R\\Pÿh´iÿgeÿ¹fgeÁÿR]RLXaU]_ÿON\KOWNMÿ
V]TK]ZTUK]R[ULUWXÿTRZNZÿ[NW^NN]ÿq{{ÿR]Mÿp¶ÿR]Mÿ̀U]MU]_ÿRÿxWN]`KLMzÿU]TONRZNÿMVOU]_ÿWJUZÿ
\NOUKMnÿeeÿeiedÿUTJROMÿnÿ LMNOvR]PÿcdeÂfgeÿºighdÿd»gdghiÿiÿ
hifedÿhigdgf¼ÿÿÿÃhdÿeÃhdPÿl¶ÿ°¿ÄÅnÿªnÿ¢£nÿqplkPÿqps®ÿpqÿON`NOOU]_ÿWKÿ
RO[UWORWUK]ÿU]ÿTK]ZVvNOÿTK]WNyWZÿRZÿxvR]MRWKOXzÿMVNÿWKÿWJNUOÿ]K]]N_KWUR[ULUWXÿU]ÿ
ZWR]MROMUaNMÿTK]WORTWZbÿ~JROLNZÿªnÿ̧]R\\Pÿiÿhigdgfÿcd¾ge¼ÿeÿÆegÿe¾hghiÿ
iÿhigdgÿµ´Pÿkqÿ|¿ÇÈÉ¥Êÿªnÿ¢£nÿk®qPÿk®®ÿppÿÀJNONU]R`WNOÿ¸]R\\Pÿiÿ
higdgfÿcd¾geÁÿONwUN^U]_ÿ`NMNORLÿTKVOWZÿMNTUZUK]ZÿK]ÿN]`KOTNR[ULUWXÿK`ÿRO[UWORWUK]ÿ
TLRVZNZÿRZÿTONRWU]_ÿRÿxËvKMNO]ÿTK]WORTWÿLR^zbÿSVZR]ÿR]MRLLPÿÌÿgggefÿh´dÿ
d»gdghiÿiÿgeÿefdeieÿhÃÿ½ihifhi»gPÿspÿ¤ÄÍÍnÿªnÿ¢£nÿq¶sPÿq¶®Pÿq{jÿpjÿ
xÀÁVM_NZÿTVOON]WLXÿ`U]MÿRO[UWORWUK]ÿR_ONNvN]WZÿV]TK]ZTUK]R[LNÿRWÿW^UTNÿWJNÿORWNÿK`ÿ
]K]RO[UWORWUK]ÿR_ONNvN]WZnznÿ
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ÿbcdeÿ fgghÿgjkjlÿmnopqrsÿtuvswlÿxspeÿyeÿz{u|slÿ}d}ÿ~eebÿlÿcÿeveÿbbeÿ
ÿbceÿ fgghÿgjkjlÿpu{sÿyeÿunwruÿxslÿxspelÿbÿeÿ~neÿbÿlÿ}}lÿ}ÿeeÿ
veÿbbeÿ
ÿbcceÿ svlÿkÿ¡ÿ¢£glÿ¡¤¥ÿsurÿbcblÿvÿ}ÿ¦ÿseceÿ
ÿbceÿ fgghÿgjkjlÿursÿyeÿx§¨lÿxspelÿ©ÿveÿ§{eÿdÿ©dlÿ©bbbdÿeÿeÿbeÿ
¨rÿ~n{rªrÿun{ÿwrrwÿrÿowwnrÿu«ÿpvwwÿv{¬o{vousÿosÿrÿuuworÿolÿu|ryr{eÿxsÿowÿ
ªuwÿ{rprsÿv{¬o{vousÿrpowouslÿ®¯¥¡ÿ¢°¤¡hÿ± jÿ£jÿ²g°lÿrÿun{ÿvÿowÿuÿwv³ÿv¬unÿ
pvwwÿv{¬o{vousÿ́µvwwÿv{¬o{vousÿeÿeÿeÿ¶wvp{o«oprwÿrÿ{ospovÿvyvsvrÿu«ÿv{¬o{vous·
owÿos«u{ªvo³·vsÿªvqrwÿrÿ{uprwwÿwu|r{lÿªu{rÿpuw³lÿvsÿªu{rÿoqr³ÿuÿrsr{vrÿ
{uprn{vÿªu{vwwÿvsÿ«osvÿ̧nªrse¹ÿtvªwÿºnwlÿxspeÿyeÿv{rvlÿdÿ~eÿeÿ}lÿÿ
bÿ»nuosÿ¨¦¨ÿ¼u¬oo³ÿttÿyeÿusprpouslÿcdÿ½e~eÿdddlÿd©ÿbeÿ
ÿbc}eÿ svlÿ¾°¿kÿÀgÿÁÀ¡°glÿ¡¤¥ÿsurÿbcblÿvÿbdbeÿ
ÿbc©eÿ fgghÿgjkjlÿtunowÿ{r³«nwÿruprÿ~eeÿyeÿz³wvÿ~oosÿ¦ÿ̈{vosÿxspelÿbcbÿedÿ
b©lÿbb}ÿbÿo{eÿbÿuosÿvÿ¬{uvÿv{¬o{vousÿpvnwrwÿwunÿv|v³wÿ¬rÿrs«u{prÿ
ryrsÿo«ÿpun{ÿyor|wÿ{unswÿ«u{ÿv{¬o{vousÿ«{oyuunwÂÿsr{ªvssÿyeÿ~{osÿ~rp{nªÿteºelÿ
}©cÿedÿc}lÿc©lÿÿ}ÿo{eÿbcÿrs«u{posÿv{¬o{vousÿpvnwrÿvvoswÿpuswnªr{wÿ
vunÿ«unsÿosÿpus{vpÿu«ÿvrwousÂÿ¼usv{pÿuswnoslÿxspeÿyeÿvÿ½sousÿo{rÿxsweÿ
ueÿu«ÿºow¬n{lÿºvelÿ}ÿeedÿdlÿ}lÿ}dÿeÃeÿbÿuosÿvÿµpun{wÿªnwÿ
¶{ou{unw³ÿrs«u{prÿv{¬o{vousÿv{rrªrswÿvppu{osÿuÿro{ÿr{ªw¹ÿvsÿvÿ
¼pv{{vsÄr{nwusÿpÿoÿsuÿ{rrªÿrs«u{prªrsÿu«ÿwnpÿvÿpvnwrÿ»nuosÿªeÿ
Å{rwwÿueÿyeÿxvovsÿuu{wÿ§rwelÿc}ÿ½e~eÿbb©lÿbddÿbdÂÿzu{u|orpÿyeÿÆvr|v³ÿblÿ
xspelÿ©©ÿeebÿc}lÿ}lÿ}ÿxeÿbÿrs«u{posÿv{¬o{vousÿpvnwrwÿvsÿuosÿvÿ
¼vsnwusÄ¼uwwÿpÿoÿsuÿ{rrªÿrr{vÿ{¬o{vousÿpeÿ¾¤ÿ¡ggÿ~ªoÿyeÿu¬oroÿ
znor{wlÿxspelÿÿeÃe~edÿ}}lÿ}ccÿeÿoyeÿbÿuosÿvÿv{¬o{vousÿpvnwrÿ
|vwÿnsrs«u{prv¬rÿvsÿvÿrÿÿoÿsuÿuyr{sÿrs«u{prv¬oo³ÿu«ÿowÿpvnwrÿ¬rpvnwrÿ
rÿ{vswvpousÿoÿsuÿoªopvrÿosr{wvrÿpuªªr{preÿ
ÿbceÿ ÇÈÿÉÊ°Ëlÿcdÿ½e~eÿvÿdlÿd©lÿdccbeÿxsÿÇÈÿÉÊ°Ëlÿrÿ~n{rªrÿ
un{ÿrÿvÿrÿÿ{rrªrÿwvrÿpun{wÿ{noswÿvÿ|voyr{wÿu«ÿpvwwÿv{¬o{vousÿ
|r{rÿr{ÿwrÿnspuswpousv¬reÿ±ÌjÿvÿdlÿdcbÂÿ¡ggÿu¬rÿyeÿ~vªwnsÿrpweÿªelÿxspelÿ©bÿeÿ
Åÿdlÿlÿ©ÿdÿo{eÿb}ÿpuspnosÿvÿv{¬o{vousÿv{rrªrsÿusÿrÿ
sosr³Äwryrsÿvrÿu«ÿvÿdÄvrÿ|v{{vs³ÿªvsnvÿoÿsuÿ¬osÿn{pvwr{ÿu«ÿrrp{usopwÿ
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_z{ÿroÿ̀yÿ̀ ÿoonqtÿitqiÿklÿuktnuÿitlliuiqtÿikÿonkuq~npÿ
tuktuiktwipigÿgÿ^ÿ|`}r̀`_~ÿ ÿooÿ̀hijÿ̀zÿq`ÿ̀
ÿ^_^ÿ̀ quqÿbfbÿÿ~qui~q~ÿwqlknqÿqÿyyÿkÿqtuq~ÿitÿ|qÿqnqgÿqÿ
ronqqÿyknÿnqpiq~ÿktÿqÿupiupÿukktÿpÿ~qlqtqÿklÿowpiuÿokpiuÿ̀bfbgÿ
 ÿ`_~ÿÿÿ̀ÿwqqtÿ|qÿqnqÿ~quiiktÿjqÿnqpiq~ÿktÿbfbÿÿÿ
onkk~kunitqklkk~liÿuqÿ̀abbcÿbefegÿp~~qtÿjÿ̀y~ippuÿvkknÿynÿhijg̀ÿqtÿ̀vkknÿ
yknog̀ÿ{ ÿ`_~ÿ^{gÿ{z_ÿ|`ÿ̀zÿ̀
ÿ^_{ÿ̀ abbcÿbefegÿrktÿklÿmt~qngÿstuÿ̀jÿ̀kn~qtgÿstug̀ÿzÿ`_~ÿgÿÿ|`ÿ̀ ÿ
~quniwitÿ~kunitqÿklÿkk~ÿliÿÿonqiq~ÿktÿt~qÿÿtqiqnÿonÿppÿ~kÿ
titÿiuÿippÿjqÿqÿqllquÿklÿ~qnkitÿknÿit¡nitÿqÿniÿklÿqÿkqnÿonÿkÿ
nquqijqÿqÿlniÿklÿqÿuktnu¢ÿkitÿ£pi~qÿ£nkog̀ÿstuÿ̀jÿ̀ntqigÿ_zÿ`_~ÿ__gÿ
^ÿ|`ÿ̀ ÿ̀
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ÿfghiÿ jklmnkÿoiÿplqrsklÿtuvwxÿyuzs{ÿ|}gÿjigmÿh}f{ÿh~f{ÿhghÿpuxiÿ~hÿmkrlzÿ
g{}}}ÿklrkzvÿlqviÿ
ÿfgiÿ vuvkÿÿÿzÿoiÿyÿÿyÿzoiÿli{ÿzri{ÿfgÿjifmÿh{ÿ|}|~{ÿ|hÿtiiÿg}~iÿ
kÿrqnlvÿzÿÿuxqÿ kzvqzkmÿvkÿxuvkÿkkÿzÿvkkÿruk{ÿ¡rÿk¢nuxkmÿh£ÿqÿvkÿ
qnvvuzmzÿxquziÿ¤¥ÿuvÿ|~iÿ¦vklÿu§mu§ÿuzmÿzuvnlkÿxquzÿrukÿ¡klkÿmkrmkmÿqzÿvkÿ
u kÿu{ÿuxvqnÿvkÿkkrvokÿzvklkvÿluvkÿmklkmÿzÿkurÿrukiÿ¨ÿ©u§kÿoiÿp v§iÿ
ªziÿ«quzÿkloiÿpvli{ÿ««p{ÿg}ÿªiÿniÿfmÿ~gg{ÿ~ghhÿ©itiiÿg}~|iÿ
ÿfg|iÿ ¬nrskzÿ«quz{ÿzriÿoiÿylq¡z{ÿ|f|ÿiigmÿ}{ÿ|{ÿhhhÿ®iÿ̄uiÿg}~giÿ
ÿfgiÿ ¨°ÿ{ÿªlqvlkÿpqliÿoiÿ±k§zqq{ÿg|ÿti²iigmÿ|h|{ÿ|hÿ©viÿpviÿ~{ÿ
³¥́ÿµÿµ¶·ÿµ¸¥¹{ÿg~ÿti²iigmÿÿºiÿkl ÿ~|iÿ
ÿfgiÿ ¨°ÿ{ÿºzzkÿªxk z{ÿ»·ÿ¼¹ÿ½¥ÿ¾½ÿµ¿ÿÀÁµ¹Áµ½Â¶Ãÿ½¹ÿ¶·ÿÄÅ½Æÿµ¿ÿ¶·ÿ
Çµµ{ÿ́~}gÿÈÉiÿ«iËiÿ~ff{ÿ~gf}ÿg}~ÿlkok¡zÿnzrqzrqzu xv§ÿrukÿuzmÿzqvzÿ
vuvÿk¡ÿrqzn klÿlkouxkmÿzÿruxxkzzÿrqzvlurvÿ ukmÿqzÿlrkÌÿ¹ÿ½¹µÿËkÿ
qoklz{ÿ»µÆ½¥ÿ½ÿÍÆÿÎµ¥ÿµ¿ÿÏµ¹¸ÐÿÇµ¶Á¶µÑÿ»·ÿÇµÂÐÿµ¿ÿ¤¿½¶¥ÿ»½¹½Á¶µÿ
Ïµ¹¶¹{ÿ|ÿ®ÒiÿÿÓÔÕÿ«iÿ±ÈÖiÿ~fh{ÿ~~ÿg}}ÿlkok¡zÿrukxu¡ÿuzmÿzqvzÿrqnlvwÿ
¡ulzkÿvqÿqxrkÿlrzÿvlqnÿmqrvlzkÿqÿnzrqzrqzu xv§Ìÿ±u ÿ®qqmrqrs{ÿ»·ÿ
×¶¶¸¹¶ÿØ¸¶Ãÿ¶µÿÏ·½ÿÅµÆÿÇÁ¹{ÿfÿpÓÔÙÉÚÉÿ«iÿ±ÈÖiÿ~|~{ÿ~||ÿg}~ÿlkok¡zÿ
rqnlvwÿuxruvqzÿqÿmqrvlzkÿqÿnzrqzrqzu xv§ÿvqÿlrkÿqnziÿ
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)2)6<)><-ÿ.(ÿ;(30,1-*ÿ1)*:-.0ÿ./*(,+/ÿ0.)35)*567-5ÿ5*)4.63+ÿ)35ÿ
0.)35)*567).6(3ÿ63ÿ./-6*ÿ(*6+63).6(3ÿ)35ÿ560.*6>,.6(3ÿ.(ÿ-35@,0-*0Aÿ
Y6:-ÿ ;(30,1-*@+((50@)0@8*(5,;.0Pÿ ./-ÿ 560.*6>,.6(3ÿ (4ÿ
;(30,1-*@;(3.*);.0@)0@8*(5,;.0ÿ60ÿ(4.-3ÿ);;(18<60/-5ÿ./*(,+/ÿ
;/)630ÿ(4ÿ*-.)6<ÿ-3.6.6-0AÿW.(*-4*(3.ÿ-3.6.6-0ÿ(3ÿZ)63ÿW.*--.ÿ)*-ÿ[,0.ÿ
)0ÿ<6:-<?ÿ.(ÿQ0-<<Rÿ;-<<ÿ8/(3-0ÿ)35ÿ*-<).-5ÿ.-<-;(11,36;).6(30ÿ
;(3.*);.0ÿ(*ÿ4*63+-ÿT-A+APÿ8)?5)?ÿ<()30Uÿ(*ÿ;(32-3.6(3)<ÿT-A+APÿ
8-*0(3)<ÿ<()30ÿ(*ÿ;)*ÿ<()30Uÿ463)3;6)<ÿ0-*26;-0ÿ)0ÿ./-?ÿ)*-ÿ.(ÿ(44-*ÿ
9)0/63+ÿ1);/63-0ÿ)35ÿ03-):-*0ÿ4(*ÿ8,*;/)0-ÿ>?ÿ;(30,1-*0Aÿ
\60.*6>,.6(3ÿ16+/.ÿ)<0(ÿ(;;,*ÿ./*(,+/ÿ5608(06.6(3ÿ(4ÿ./-ÿ<()3ÿ(*ÿ
(./-*ÿ*-;-62)><-ÿ.(ÿ0-;(35)*?ÿ1)*:-.0Pÿ0,;/ÿ)0ÿ./(0-ÿ632(<2-5ÿ63ÿ
./-ÿ0-;,*6.67).6(3ÿ(4ÿ*-065-3.6)<ÿ1(*.+)+-0Pÿ;)*ÿ<()30Pÿ)35ÿ;*-56.ÿ
;)*5ÿ*-;-62)><-0AÿY6:-ÿ1(5-*3ÿ;(30,1-*ÿ+((50Pÿ./-0-ÿ1(5-*3ÿ
;(30,1-*@;(3.*);.0@)0@8*(5,;.0ÿ)*-ÿ(4.-3ÿ/6+/<?ÿ;(18<-=Pÿ5-4?63+ÿ
-)0?ÿ;(18*-/-306(3ÿ>?ÿ;(30,1-*0Aÿ
ÿ
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)*+,ÿ-+ÿ+,-./-0/12-,13.ÿ1.ÿ,45ÿ6-.*7-8,*01.9ÿ-./ÿ
/1+,01:*,13.ÿ37ÿ83.+*650ÿ933/+ÿ4-+ÿ05/*85/ÿ83+,+;ÿ+3ÿ4-+ÿ
+,-./-0/12-,13.ÿ1.ÿ83.+*650ÿ83.,0-8,1.9<ÿ=*,ÿ,45ÿ05/*8,13.ÿ37ÿ
83+,+ÿ,3ÿ,45ÿ6-0>5,ÿ6-?ÿ4-@5ÿ:55.ÿ-8836AB1+45/;ÿ1.ÿA-0,;ÿ:?ÿ
+417,1.9ÿ01+>ÿ,3ÿ1./1@1/*-Bÿ:*?50+ÿ-./ÿ:3003C50+ÿ:?ÿ8-A1,-B121.9ÿ3.ÿ
,4510ÿB-8>ÿ37ÿ*./50+,-./1.9<ÿD36AB5E1,?ÿ8-.ÿ-B+3ÿ5.-:B5ÿ
6-.*7-8,*050+ÿ-./ÿB3-.ÿ30191.-,30+ÿ,3ÿ5E,50.-B125ÿ83+,+<ÿ
F3ÿ-8836AB1+4ÿ,45ÿ,-+>ÿ37ÿA3B181.9ÿ83.,0-8,ÿ:31B50AB-,5;ÿC5ÿ
A03A3+5ÿ,*0.1.9ÿ,3ÿ,30,GB1>5ÿ/38,01.5+ÿ1.ÿ,45ÿ83663.ÿB-Cÿ37ÿ
83.,0-8,<ÿH01,,5.ÿ,506+ÿ+43*B/ÿ:5ÿ1.,50A05,5/ÿ1.ÿB194,ÿ37ÿ-.ÿ
16AB15/ÿC-00-.,?ÿ,4-,ÿ,45ÿ83.,0-8,G-+GA03/*8,ÿ1+ÿ-+ÿ/5+801:5/<ÿF45ÿ
/575.+5ÿ37ÿ*.83.+813.-:1B1,?ÿ+43*B/ÿ:5ÿ+,05.9,45.5/ÿ,3ÿ5.-:B5ÿ
5.4-.85/ÿ+80*,1.?ÿ37ÿ:31B50AB-,5ÿ,506+ÿ,4-,ÿ3:+8*05ÿ30ÿ*./5061.5ÿ
,45ÿ83.,5.,ÿ-./ÿ.-,*05ÿ37ÿ,45ÿ83.,0-8,G-+GA03/*8,<ÿI,+ÿA0385/*0-Bÿ
A03.9ÿ+43*B/ÿ:5ÿ+-,1+715/ÿ:?ÿ,45ÿ-/45+1@5ÿ.-,*05ÿ37ÿ,45ÿ,506+;ÿ
C1,43*,ÿ-//1,13.-BÿA0337ÿ37ÿ,45ÿ8108*6+,-.85+ÿ37ÿ-ÿ83.+*650J+ÿ
+*0A01+5ÿ-:3*,ÿ,45ÿ83.,5.,+ÿ37ÿ,45ÿ83.,0-8,<ÿF45ÿ+*:+,-.,1@5ÿA03.9ÿ
+43*B/ÿ:5ÿ1.73065/ÿ:?ÿ16AB15/ÿ3:B19-,13.+ÿ37ÿ933/ÿ7-1,4ÿ-./ÿ,45ÿ
16AB18-,13.ÿ,4-,ÿ,41+ÿ83.,0-8,G-+GA03/*8,ÿ1+ÿ71,ÿ730ÿ30/1.-0?ÿ-./ÿ
A-0,18*B-0ÿA*0A3+5+<ÿK.?ÿ-,,56A,ÿ:?ÿB5./50+ÿ,3ÿ/1+8B-16ÿ
3:B19-,13.+ÿ37ÿ933/ÿ7-1,4;ÿ30ÿ,3ÿ/1+8B-16ÿ-ÿC-00-.,?ÿ37ÿ71,.5++ÿ730ÿ
30/1.-0?ÿA*0A3+5;ÿ+43*B/ÿ:5ÿ@15C5/ÿ-+ÿLMNOPÿQPRNSÿ*.83.+813.-:B5<ÿ
F45+5ÿA01.81AB5+ÿ8-.ÿ:5ÿ/501@5/ÿ7036ÿ5E1+,1.9ÿ83663.ÿB-Cÿ:*,ÿ
6194,ÿ-B+3ÿ:5ÿ83/1715/ÿ,403*94ÿB591+B-,13.ÿ30ÿ059*B-,13.<ÿ
I.ÿ,41+ÿC-?;ÿ,45ÿB-Cÿ93@50.1.9ÿ83.+*650GRTUVMPRVWG-+GA03/*8,+ÿ
C3*B/ÿ+50@5ÿ,45ÿ+-65ÿ7*.8,13.ÿ-+ÿ,45ÿA03/*8,ÿB1-:1B1,?ÿ-./ÿC-00-.,?ÿ
B-Cÿ,4-,ÿ93@50.+ÿ83.+*650GXTTYWG-+GA03/*8,+<ÿK./ÿ,41+ÿB-CÿC3*B/ÿ
5.+*05ÿ,4-,ÿ71.-.81-Bÿ83.,0-8,+ÿ-05ÿ71,ÿ730ÿ,4510ÿ30/1.-0?ÿA*0A3+5+ÿ
-+ÿB3-.+<ÿ

